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U.S. Codes of Best Practice 

U.S. Codes of Best 
Practice:

- intended to “reclaim 
fair use”

- made by the 
community for the 
community

- provide a shared 
framework for 
assessing when and 
how fair use applies 
to specified activity

US Code of Best Practice in Fair 
Use for OER

- includes a Canadian 
appendix written by Dr. 
Carys J. Craig

- provides Canadian 
legal context for 
applying fair dealing 
to OER



Canadian Code for OER

Canadian Code:
- Adapted/written by a 

CARL working group 
- Underwent legal review
- Received feedback from 

communities of practice 
(copyright and OER)

Provides a legal framework 
for the application of fair 
dealing to copyrighted 
inserts in OER

The Code is:
- A tool to assist Canadian 

OER creators with working 
through fair dealing and the 
risk-benefit analysis as it 
applies to copyrighted 
inserts for OERs

- Intended to foster 
institutional and legal 
support for applying fair 
dealing to OER



The Code - Structure and Format

• Introductory material contextualizes the Code for users 
– Open Educational Resources and Fair Dealing

• Why we need the Code
– Open Education Resources, Inserts and Universal Access

• How fair dealing supports pedagogical goals and facilitates 
access to copyrighted content

– Behind the Code: Copyright Flexibilities and Fair Dealing in 
OER

• Testing for fair dealing & the six factors
– Applying This Code

• How to apply the Code



The Code - Structure and Format

• The Code section applies fair dealing to 4 common use 
cases for OER

• Using Inserts as Objects of Criticism and Review
• Including Inserts for the Purpose of Illustration
• Incorporating Content as Learning Resource Materials
• Repurposing Pedagogical Content from Existing Educational Materials

- Additional section: Acknowledging Fair Dealing
• Recommends acknowledgement as a best practice
• Provides guidance on attribution for inserts

  



Appendices: History, Evolution and Beyond fair 
dealing

Appendix One: Fair Dealing in 
Canada - History and Evolution

Appendix Two: Beyond Fair 
Dealing - More Good News about 
Copyright for OER

Appendix Three: Indigenous 
Knowledge and Considerations for 
Inclusion in OER



Adapting the Code for the Canadian Context

• More “adaptation” required than originally 
anticipated

• Generally retained format/style of US code, 
but significant rewriting of content needed        

• Removed references to US Copyright Act and 
US-specific copyright doctrines - 
transformative use, “merger” doctrine

• “Fair dealing” vs “fair use” – differences in 
legislation, jurisprudence, practical 
application



Adaptation Decisions

• Entire sections removed e.g. some of the 
original appendices    

• New content added to provide Canadian 
context, e.g. fair dealing’s history and evolution

• Retained 4 “use cases” but illustrated with 
Canadian examples  & explained re Canadian 
law     

• Clarified some terminology, e.g. 
“openly-licensed” vs. “copyright-protected”

• Retained the descriptor “inserts”
• Opted not to link out to case law, relevant 

sources



How far to push the envelope?

• US Code was informed by significant 
pre-consultation with OER practitioners

• Also has more of an advocacy mission/call to 
action

• Canadian adaptation arguably more 
conservative - relies on well-established fair 
dealing practices

• Intentional exclusion of content that was 
out-of-scope, e.g. licensed materials

• In general, stayed away from providing legal 
advice & instead direct readers to local 
copyright expertise



Legal Review

• Further adjustments made on the recommendation of 
legal reviewers, including:  

– Not relying on a single fair dealing 
purpose

– Clarification of “purpose” in 2nd step vs. 
1st step 

– Clarification of “perspective” re purpose - 
student’s purpose vs. OER author’s

– Strengthening language re attribution 
requirement; removing imprecise 
language

– Emphasizing holistic approach when 
assessing fair dealing 



What is OER, and why does it require an 
additional fair dealing analysis?

“5Rs-7(transparent)”, Ashlyne O’Neil, et al.,  Making Open Educational Resources: A Guide for Students by Students CC BY-NC-SA 4.0 

https://ecampusontario.pressbooks.pub/oer4students
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/


The Code: Use Cases



Use Case 2: Including Inserts for the Purpose 
of Illustration

EXAMPLE: You are teaching a 
course on Canadian Federal 
Politics and campaign styles 
and want to show students 
examples of political posters.

Global News, September 19, 2021 
https://globalnews.ca/news/8203054/cat-campaign-posters-
montreal/ 



Use Case 2: Including Inserts for the Purpose 
of Illustration

Description

➔ Principles
➔ Considerations
➔ Challenging Cases



The Importance of Attribution



Adopting/Adapting the Code

.



Adopting/Adapting the Code

www.carl-abrc.ca/influencing-policy/cop
yright/carl-codes-of-best-practice-fair-de
aling/

http://www.carl-abrc.ca/influencing-policy/copyright/carl-codes-of-best-practice-fair-dealing/
http://www.carl-abrc.ca/influencing-policy/copyright/carl-codes-of-best-practice-fair-dealing/
http://www.carl-abrc.ca/influencing-policy/copyright/carl-codes-of-best-practice-fair-dealing/


Adopting/Adapting the Code



Legal Disclaimer



Adapting/Adopting



Use Cases 



The Code in the wild



Implementing The Code

Licensing & Copyright - Open Educational Resources 
(OER) - RDP Library at Red Deer Polytechnic 
(rdpolytech.ca) CC BY-NC-SA 4.0

https://guides.rdpolytech.ca/oer/creating/licensing#s-lg-box-16323964
https://guides.rdpolytech.ca/oer/creating/licensing#s-lg-box-16323964
https://guides.rdpolytech.ca/oer/creating/licensing#s-lg-box-16323964
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/


Conclusion

*Guidelines, not 
brightlines
*Needs to fit alongside 
your institutional context
*We hope you will 
encourage adoption!



Questions 




